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Dear Friends,

Welcome to our 61st anniversary banquet. I want to begin by thanking all 

those who worked so hard to make this event meaningful, enjoyable and 

incredibly successful. Thank you to our event co-chairs, Adam Ben-Zev,  

Aryeh Gross and Yanky Statman. Thank you to our event committee,  

Moishe & Chavi Abramson, Gavi & Bec Brown, Meir & Sarah Raskas,  

Avigail Rosemore, Bennett Goldberg and Rebbetzin Aviva Silber. Thank you 

to our journal co-chairs, Eileen Creeger, Rachel Levitan, Judy Minkove,  

Rachel Lebowitz and Shira Pepper. An additional thank you to Shira  

for the beautifully designed invitation.

What is a Shul? A Shul is a place for davening, learning, chessed and 

connection. But in essence, a Shul is a place for growth. In the midst of a 

myriad of details concerning the Mishkan, the Torah describes in great  

detail the two Keruvim, the cherub-like figures perched on top of the Ark.  

The verse describes them as “porsei k’nafayim l’maalah,” possessing 

uplifted and outstretched wings. The uplifted and outstretched wings 

symbolize a readiness and willingness to take flight. 

In life we must be ready to grow and take flight no matter what we have 

already accomplished. Even if one has reached the Holy of Holies, the Kodesh 

HaKodashim, there is still room to grow, there is still more to achieve. 

This is the mission of our Shul. Our mikdash mi’at is the place we come to 

grow, self-actualize and become the best version of ourselves. We are each 

part of the kehillah fabric that facilitates this personalistic growth. We each 

contribute in some way to outstretched wings. Tonight, we honor the people 

who go above and beyond to help us achieve this sacred mission.

I want to take this opportunity to thank the members of the Executive 

Committee and Board of Directors for your leadership. May Hashem grant you 

the wisdom and clarity to help our Shul move forward and grow stronger.
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A very special thank you again to our banquet co-chairs, Adam Ben-Zev, 

Aryeh Gross and Yanky Statman. Without your dedication and vision, 

this event and incredible evening would have never come together.

Thank you to our Executive Director, Juliya Sheynman. Juliya, thank you for 

all you do to make our Shul vibrant, warm, welcoming and holy. We feel 

so fortunate to have you as a professional leader — and Leon and your 

beautiful children as part of our kehillah.

Thank you to our wonderful Offi ce Manager, Adina Schwarzbaum, whose 

dedication to our Shul comes through in the day-to-day details. We feel 

additionally privileged that you and Mayeer have become part of the Shul, 

together with your beautiful children. 

Thank you to all our committee members and volunteers who take care of 

things big and small. We often don’t even know the extent of time and effort 

you put in, but we are the benefi ciaries of your labor, and we thank you.

To you, the members of our kehillah — thank you. Each of you is so special 

to Aviva and me; we truly cherish the relationships we have built with so 

many of you and look forward to ones we will build in the coming years. 

Mazal tov to our honorees; mazal tov to our kehillah.

May we be zocheh to experience many years of growth together. 

Rabbi Shmuel Silber
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Dear Guests,
We are grateful that so many of you can be here to celebrate SOTC’s 61st 

anniversary and the incredibly deserving honorees. All of them have made a 

tremendous impact on our kehillah.

Mrs. Rosalie Sklar, with her husband, Manny, z’l, have modeled quiet 

dedication and mighty impact through their generations of involvement and 

volunteerism at Suburban. They’ve raised a family here. They have built a 

legacy here.

Saeed & Sima Haken have taught us how much two committed people 

can accomplish. Starting their lives and helping to build communities in 

Baltimore, they’ve transformed multiple kehillahs and countless lives. 

Yanky & Naami Schorr, our Young Leadership Award recipients, have already 

given tremendous time and energy to our Shul, and they have committed 

to being a part of our SOTC future. Taking committee roles, rolling up their 

sleeves and bringing new faces and partnerships to Suburban is truly 

leading by example. 

This year’s honorees demonstrate the diversity, cohesion and warmth of our 

kehillah. Every honoree plays a critical role in our infrastructure and growth 

and so effortlessly invites others to join along. These individuals embody our 

values of inclusivity, responsibility and pursuit of spiritual growth.

We are so deeply grateful for their service to the Shul 

and their impact on our community.

Suburban Orthodox Board of Directors
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PLATINUM BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to Yanky Schorr and his wife Naami 
on this much-deserved Young Leadership Award.

Yanky, your mentschlechkeit, positivity and warmth 
always impress us.

You are a true pleasure to work with, and we are grateful 
for your partnership in business.

Wishing you many years of success and growth, 
personally and professionally.

Ira Zlotowitz
Abraham Bergman

Marc Tropp 
Abraham Bergman

Marc Tropp 
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PLATINUM BENEFACTOR

A hearty mazal tov to our Shul on its 61st anniversary 
and to our honorees.

We are absolutely thrilled to be celebrating tonight  
with all of you. Our Shul and community would not be the same  

without your selfless and ongoing contributions.

To our dear friends Yanky & Naami:
You guys are an incredible power duo who truly enrich the lives  

of all those you come into contact with.

To the Rav & Rebbetzin:
You have enriched our lives immensely. Thank you for everything  

that you do and the way in which you do it.

To my banquet co-chairs,  
Aryeh Gross & Yanky Statman: 

While SOTC may not be your Shabbos home due to poor real estate choices, 
nobody would ever know it based on how hard you work the banquet. 

 It is a real treat to work with both of you gentlemen and I look forward  
to future banquet ventures together. 

And finally, to our star quarterback, 
 Juliya Sheynman:

Your dedication apparently knows no bounds.  
We are so lucky to have you on our side.

Adam, Yudit, Jake, Sarina & Rosie Ben-Zev
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PLATINUM BENEFACTOR

With heartfelt congratulations to our honorees.
We are a stronger kehillah, thanks to your commitment and 

selflessness.
Mrs. Sklar, thank you and your husband Manny (z'l) 

for your devotion to the Shul over the years.  
You and your children are such valuable members  

of our kehillah.
Saeed & Sima, you have contributed to the Shul in so many 

capacities, often wearing many hats simultaneously.  
Your dedication is admired and appreciated.

Yanky & Naami, your acts of chessed and generosity are 
creating a legacy and setting an example for our youth.

Thank you for your support of SOTC.  
With deep gratitude to the Rav & Rebbetzin  

for their love, leadership and friendship.  
Mazal tov to SOTC on the 61st! Looking forward to continued 

growth and thriving together!

Shimmy & Batsheva  
Sophie, Lilah and Judah Messing
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PLATINUM BENEFACTOR

In gratitude to Saeed & Sima Haken
and Yanky & Naami Schorr 

for their tireless efforts on behalf of our kehillah.

Yehuda & Chani Neuberger
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PLATINUM BENEFACTOR

In honor of our dear friends, 
Yanky & Naami Schorr

You are making a tremendous impact on our greater 
community.

Your tireless efforts, personally and professionally, 
enable us to grow and excel.

You model generosity, positivity and kindness, 
and you make us very proud.

Congratulations to all the honorees 
and to Suburban Orthodox

for all of its accomplishments and growth.

Howard & Anne Louise Perlow
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GOLD BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to Yanky & Naami Schorr  
on their well-deserved honor.

 
The work you do in the community and the impact  

you have on those around you  
really make a tremendous difference.

Congrats!
Yonah & Sori Zahler
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GOLD BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to the honorees.

Gil & Molly Horwitz 
and Family 
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GOLD BENEFACTOR

Yanky & Naami, we are so proud  
to call you our friends (and carpool partners).

Your energy is magnanimous, your chessed genuine and 
far reaching, your contribution to klal Yisroel and all the 

organizations you thoughtfully support is inspiring.

And to the Rav & Rebbetzin, thank you  
for building a community and a healthy environment  

for Torah learning and connection.  
Suburban is so much more than the brick and mortar.  

You instill love and commitment in all of us.

Mazal tov to all the  
Suburban Orthodox honorees.

Meir & Rachel Gold
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GOLD BENEFACTOR

A hearty mazal tov to
Mr. Yanky & Mrs. Naami Schorr. 

ANONYMOUS
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GOLD BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to the 
well-deserving honorees,  

Rosalie Sklar, Yanky & Naami Schorr  
and Saeed & Sima Haken. 

 
To our special Aunt Rosalie, you and Uncle Manny, z'l, 

have always been gentle leaders 
in our family and community.

Yanky & Naami, keep leading by example  
with your hard work and warm hearts. 

All our love,
Steve & Holly Venick,  

Herman & Beverly Venick,  
Niv & Jill Fishbein  

and the Fram Monument Family
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GOLD BENEFACTOR

Dear Mom and Bubby Rosalie,
You are cherished by everyone in the family and play an 

integral role in all our lives.
You are an inspiration—not only for us—

but for all of Suburban and the Baltimore Jewish community. 
You meet each day and each person bsaver panim yafos and 

make everyone feel special just by being around you.

We love you more than words can express.
Barbie, Tzvi, Alan, Julie, Judy, Barry, Shimmy, Josh, Yoni, Ariella, Eliezar, Menachem, Peri, Avraham, 
Sara, Mordy, Gav, Rafi, Yishai, Yair, Gabbi, Adam, Shalva, Matan, Hallie, Moshe, Menachem Dovid, 

Neshama, Shoshana, Chaim Yom Tov, Menachem Mendel, Yitzchok Shlomo, Yaacov Tzvi, Yeshayahu, 
Tzvi Hirsh, Batsheva (Shevy), Avrahom Chaim, Menachem Mendel, Miriam, Yisrael Meir, Kayla, Aryeh 

Leib, Shimon, Tamar, Elisheva Yehudis, Elazer, Dovid, Rivka, Avraham Yeshayahu, Yechiel Yaacov, 
Shlomo Yehudah, Menachem Mendel, Reuven Yerachmiel 

Naami & Yanky,
Mazal tov! It has been a pleasure having you as neighbors. 

Your easygoing nature ensures that you get along with 
everyone (even Cali :-) 

Thanks for all you do for Suburban!

Sima & Saeed,
Mazal tov on this well-deserved honor.  

You are pillars of our Baltimore community and do so much 
for Suburban. You are an inspiration to us all!

Judy, Barry, Shimmy, Josh and Yoni
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GOLD BENEFACTOR

Our heartfelt mazal tov  
and congratulations 

to all of the Tzorchei Tzibbur Honorees 
on this well-deserved recognition for their  

dedication and devotion to our Shul and community.

May you continue to go from  
strength to strength.

Faith & Edward Wolf
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GOLD BENEFACTOR

I LOVE YOU RABBI SILBER!

Yaakov Lichter
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GOLD BENEFACTOR

What an incredible group of honorees! 
You are all such wonderful examples to us of how to live 

meaningful, committed and rewarding lives.

Our kehillah is so fortunate to be the recipient  
of your dedication. Thank you to our leaders,  

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Silber, for your boundless energy  
and inspiration.

Mazal tov to all!
Susie & Matt Schoenfeld
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GOLD BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to Mrs. Sklar
on being recognized for your many years  

of commitment to our Shul!

Mazal tov to Yanky & Naami
You are such special parts of our kehillah.

Special mazal tov  
to Saeed & Sima

who we always witness putting in so much effort—nonstop!

Este & Ari Lichtman
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GOLD BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to all of the honorees.

As pillars of the Shul, your contributions, past, present and 
future, have enhanced the lives of countless Suburban  

"Shul-goers." You are all owed a debt of gratitude  
from so many who have called Suburban "Home."

Thank you for everything you  
have accomplished.

Michael & Marci Langbaum
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GOLD BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov and best wishes to all the honorees.  
We are fortunate to have such dedicated and  

giving people within our kehillah.

In appreciation and recognition of  
Rabbi Shmuel & Mrs. Aviva Silber for all they have done  

for our family, our Shul and our community.

Malka & Samuel Esterson  
and Family
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GOLD BENEFACTOR

Naami & Yanky,
In both your professional and personal lives  
you exemplify the Jewish values of kehillah,  
kavod habriyut, derech eretz and achrayut. 

You are among the most special people we know,  
and we are blessed and grateful to call you our family. 

Mazal tov to you both on this  
much-deserved honor. 

With so much love and admiration, 
Anna, Daniel

Mia, Philip & Essie
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

We feel truly privileged to be part of such a warm, embracing  
and growing kehillah. We take this opportunity to give special thanks  

to this year’s honorees.

Mrs. Rosalie Sklar
Mrs. Sklar, you are a remarkable woman with a contagious smile, incredible 
strength and optimism. The family that you and Dr. Sklar, z’l, have built is a 
testament to your commitment to Hashem and His Torah. You teach us that 
one can never stop growing and yearning. You teach us to keep our head up, 
no matter the challenge or adversity one might face. You lead by example in 
every way, and we feel privileged to follow.

Saeed & Sima Haken 
Saeed and Sima, no task is too small or too big for you both. You are always willing 
to roll up your sleeves and get the job done. You give of yourselves selflessly to our 
kehillah with modesty and middos tovos. We have learned from you what it means 
to be part of a family. We see the way you inspire your mishpacha with your selfless 
acts of chessed. You are the embodiment of Torah and avoda. We thank you for 
being part of our lives and allowing us to be part of yours.

Yanky & Naami Schorr
Yanky & Naami, we feel truly privileged to have you as friends and neighbors. 
Even at such a young age, you are both baalei achrayus, taking responsibility 
to shape your mishpacha, your Shul and the greater community. We know you 
are pulled in so many directions and feel profound gratitude for all you give to 
us and our kehillah. We look forward to seeing your beautiful daughters develop 
into holy bnos Yisroel and, IYH, celebrating many personal and communal 
milestones together. 

Rabbi Shmuel & Aviva
Mordechai, Avraham, Malka, Miri & Nechama Silber

Yosef & Shani Bizouati
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to the devoted honorees. 
You serve as an example of commitment and dedication.

Isaac Samuel & Brenda Sassoon
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

Yanky & Naami Schorr
Truly a well-deserved honor. Many more years  

of success and happiness.
If only I had your name spelled correctly in my phone :)

Saeed & Sima Haken
True pillars of the Shul and community.  

May Hashem bless you with much success and nachas.
Now let me be admin on the whatsapp group. 

It will be a much more exciting chat.

Dovid & Rivky Flamm
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to Yanky & Naami Schorr,  
Saeed & Sima Haken, and Mrs. Sklar  

on their well-deserved honor. 

On behalf of everyone here tonight, yasher koach  
and thank you to Juliya, Adam, and Aryeh  

for your incredible and tireless work on tonight’s  
beautiful event. It is an honor and privilege to work with you.

Your invaluable contributions to SOTC know no bounds  
and are greatly appreciated by everyone.

Yanky & Aliza Statman
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to all the honorees  
and Rabbi & Rebbetzin Silber

Jerry & Susan Wolasky
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

Wishing a warm mazal tov  
and a great yashar koach to  

Mrs. Sklar, Sima & Saeed Haken,  
and Naami & Yanky Schorr. 

Thank you for your tireless work on behalf of our kehillah  
and the Baltimore community. 

A special thank you to Rabbi & Rebbetzin Silber  
for another year of tremendous growth  

and accomplishment for the Shul. 

Gila & David Reidy
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

In honor and recognition of our dear friends, 
Yanky & Naami Schorr

Whether through your countless acts of chessed in our shul, 
the open doors of your home, or your valuable input on shul 

committees, you have always given generously and tirelessly 
to our kehillah and community. Thank you for everything. 

Mazal tov on this well-deserved honor. 

With love and admiration, 
Shushie & Yona Ehrenfeld
Dovid & Blimie Ehrenfeld
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to all of the honorees.  
We appreciate everything that you do  

for the Suburban kehillah. 

A special Mazal tov to our friends 
Yanky & Naami Schorr 

for their involvement, not only here at SOTC,  
but in our community at large. 

Thank you to Rabbi & Aviva Silber 
for your guidance, inspiration and friendship.  

It means a great deal to us and to our children.

Jacob & Julie Blumenfeld
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to
Rosalie Sklar

Saeed & Sima Haken
Yanky & Naami Schorr

Thank you for all your efforts on behalf of our kehillah.

A special hakaras hatov to
Rabbi & Aviva Silber

We appreciate all you do for us personally and for our Shul.

Cliff & Jamie Katz
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to
Mrs. Rosalie Sklar

Saeed & Sima Haken
Yanki & Naami Schorr

Your dedication to the shul and community  
is both admired and appreciated. 

Yasher kochachem!

Thank you to
Rabbi Shmuel & Aviva Silber

for all that you do for our congregation

Steve & Teri Czinn
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to  
our well-deserved honorees.

Selma Woolf
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

First and foremost, 
we would like to express our deep-felt hakaras hatov to 

the Rav & Rebbetzin for their endless love, friendship and 
kindness and for providing our family with a framework 

within which to grow and thrive. 

Saeed & Sima, 
you are both truly exemplary baalei chessed. Much like a 

towering iceberg, the glory and magnificence of your apparent 
contributions are but a sampling of what lay beneath the 

surface. We are honored to count you among our friends and 
commend you on this well-deserved honor.

Yanky & Naami and Mrs. Sklar, 
the contrast of your nominations caps the bookends of true 
community involvement. Mrs. Sklar, you have been a fixture 
of community involvement and have passed on this legacy 

to your entire mishpacha. Yanky & Naami, you have, in short 
order, taken on tzorchei tzibbur on every level and at every 

turn. May you both continue to inspire and uplift those around 
you for many years to come.

Chavi & Moishe Abramson  
and Our Entire Mishpacha
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to all of the honorees 
and of course, Rabbi & Rebbetzin Silber,  

who make Suburban such a special place! 

Rena, Gregg & Aviva Trestman 
Elisheva, Mitchell, Aliza & Gali Trestman 

Shalva & Danny Trestman 
Yaakov Gluck
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SILVER BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to all of the honorees  
on their well-deserved honors.

It’s a true privilege to work alongside the great, ambitious,  
devoted, selfless philanthropist,

Adam Ben-Zev. 
Keep up your great work of avodas hakodesh.

Mazal tov, Naami & Yanky Schorr, on this tremendous recognition. 

Your passion and resolve for Jewish causes are remarkable.  
You are an inspiration to us all. 

Wishing you many more years of continued hatzlacha.

Yanky Statman, 
future honoree of SOTC Comedy Night 2020:

SOTC is lucky to have a dedicated ambassador like yourself, 

even if you are just known to most as a “Ranchleigh Guy.”

Rabbi Silber: 
Thank you for being a continued source of chizuk  

to all of your constituents near and far. 
The price has gone up.

To the person behind all the SOTC magic, 
Juliya Sheynman: 

You never cease to amaze us with your ability to conquer any task  
thrown at you with poise and grace (never brusque).

Aryeh & Goldie Gross
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

BUBBY ROSALIE

A more deserving honoree for this special  
occasion could not be found! 

You are the matriarch of our family and  
a pillar of your community. 

With your charisma, grace and care, you positively  
impact all who know and love you. 

Together, through your and Saba's dedication  
to Suburban Orthodox, you have made a lasting impression 
on the entire Shul and many individual members as well! 

May Hashem bless you to continue doing so  
for many more years to come!

We love you!
Barbie & Tzvi
Alan & Julie
Judy & Barry

And all your grandchildren  
and great-grandchildren!
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to all of the honorees! 

We so appreciate your dedication  
to the Shul community  

and are happy to see you receiving  
the appropriate recognition.

Gobbie & Shayna Cohn
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

In honor of "Bubby" Rosalie Sklar

We treasure all the Shabbosim and Yomim Tovim we have 
spent together with you over the years, and we look forward 

to sharing many more in the future. We remember fondly your 
dear husband, Manny, and we will cherish his memory for 

years to come.

Together, you have been pillars of Suburban Orthodox, and 
your legacy is so beautifully carried on by your children, Judy 
& Barry Nabozny and their children. May you continue to have 

only nachas from them and your entire beautiful family.

Yossie & Hinda Davis and Family
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Wishing all of the honorees  
the greatest of mazal tovs  

on this most well-deserved honor. 

Our Shul and kehillah are so blessed  
to have you as part of our  
Suburban Orthodox family. 

With much love and admiration,
Meir & Sarah Raskas
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to the Hakens and Bubby Sklar! 
We are honored to share the spotlight with you.

Thank you, Rabbi & Rebbetzin Silber for your continuous 
love, guidance and support in all areas of our life. We are so 
blessed to be a part of this incredible kehillah and to have 

the two of you as our spiritual leaders.

Thank you, Juliya Sheynman, Adam Ben-Zev and all those  
who worked so hard to make this evening  

incredibly meaningful and fun! 
We are forever grateful.

Naami & Yanky Schorr
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to my operations  
partner in crime —  

Saeed Haken & his wife, Sima. 

Yanky & Naami — we’re grateful  
to have you as part of the  

leadership team. 

Bubby Rosalie — mazal tov!  
Manny (z'l) and I would have made some  

outstanding kiddushim.

Jon & Jen Kaplan
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Wow, I know all the honorees! 

To Mrs. Sklar:  
Thank you so much for your involvement,  

together with your late husband, in so many aspects of the klal.

To my dear friends, Saeed & Sima:  
We really did miss you during your temporary relocation and 

are glad you are back! Thanks for making Baltimore your 
permanent stop. Thanks for all of your involvement  

in community efforts, which are too numerous to mention  
in this small ad.

To the Schorrs:  
Your leadership and dedication are truly admired by all.  

I’m “sure” you knew where this was going.  

May everyone continue to have nachas from their families 
and continue their wonderful work.

Frank & Danielle Sarah Storch and Family
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to our fellow honorees,  
Mrs. Rosalie Sklar and Yanky & Naami Schorr.
 It’s a privilege to share this honor with you. Sharing the 

recognition makes the spotlight a little less overwhelming. 

With deep gratitude to our most esteemed Rav & Rebbetzin. 
It is a great zechut to be a part of your mishpacha.

Humbly,  
Saeed & Sima Haken
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to all the honorees,  
and happy 61st birthday to SOCTC.

Mitch & Janice Posner
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

With love to and admiration of  
the deserving honorees.

Thank you for all you do for the Shul  
and being the role models that you are.

Shaindy & Avraham Kelman and Family

SHAINDEE COSMETICS has all your Shabbat  
and Pesach makeup needs!

410-358-1855 or order online  
www.shabbatcosmetics.com
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to all the incredible honorees!

Aunt Rosalie 
We are so happy for you to have been chosen for this  

much-deserved honor, and we are privileged to call you family!

Saeed & Sima Haken 
If we tried to list all the things you do for the kehillah 

we would've had to purchase at least a dozen ad pages. 
(I know Juliya was pushing for that!) Not only do you give 

selflessly to our Shul each and every day, but you always do it 
so graciously and with a big smile. 

The Schorrs 
It’s rare to find a community achievement that does not 
involve either or both of you. You continue to inspire us  

with your dedication; you are true models  
for giving back to your community. 

The committee certainly knocked it out of the park this year 
with three tremendous honorees, setting the bar  

for years to come!

Jen & Josh Erez and Family
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to  
Bubby Rosalie,  
Saeed, Sima,  

Yanky & Naami  
on this well-deserved honor. 

Your ongoing dedication and efforts on behalf of Suburban 
Orthodox make our Shul the warm, welcoming and special 
place that it is. Hashem should grant you the strength to 

continue your holy work.

Kol Hakavod,
Judy & Mel Pachino
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Congratulations to the honorees, 
and much appreciation for your support 

of our congregation!

Rachel & Seth Rotenberg
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to all the honorees  
on this well-deserved recognition. 

May you continue to be blessed with the ability to contribute 
to our kehillah for many years to come. 

Derek & Lauren Fine and Family
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to all the honorees!

Thank you for your leadership and dedication  
to the Shul and to this kehillah!

Best wishes for continued success, 
health and bracha!

Susan & Richard Lehmann
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov Yanky & Naami

Shua & Zali Bier
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

In appreciation of 
Rabbi Shmuel & Aviva Silber, Rosalie Sklar,  

Saeed & Sima Haken  
and Yanky & Naami Schorr  

for their dedication to Suburban Orthodox. 

Mazal tov! Keep up the inspiring work.

All the best,
Judy & Judah Minkove
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

In honor of  
Mrs. Sklar  
the Hakens  

and the Schorrs—
dedicated members of Suburban Orthodox Congregation. 

And with thanks to 
Rabbi & Mrs. Silber  
for their leadership.

Jody & Hal Crane
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Kol hakavod to the honorees,  
who set an example for us all.

Motti & Chana Leah Margalit  
and Family
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to  
Yanky & Naami Schorr 
on this well-deserved honor. 

You both do so much for the community and our Shul,  
and we applaud your hard work and contributions. 

Nina & Dovie Elman
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

With appreciation for the work
and dedication of all of our honorees.

In memory of 
Sheldon J. Berman

Susan Shefter

Ann Berman and Family
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov, Yanky & Naami 
for receiving this most deserving honor. 

It's amazing what you've accomplished and how many 
institutions have benefited from your hard work in the 
relatively short time you've been back in Baltimore. 

It's always a pleasure working with you  
on real estate matters and communal issues. 

Wishing you and Suburban continued hatzlacha! 

Fondly,  
Yitzie & Nancy Pretter
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to the honorees:
Saeed & Sima Haken

Yanky & Naami Schorr
Rosalie Sklar

on your well-deserved honors  
and recognition of your dedication to the Shul  

and our Community!

Your Friends, 
The Elgamils
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to all the honorees,  
Mrs. Rosalie Sklar  

Saeed & Sima Haken  
Yanky & Naami Schorr 

Thank you for your hard work and dedication  
to Suburban Orthodox and our community!

Tzippi & Doniel Goetz
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to all the honorees  
and especially to our beloved Naami & Yanky!

We are so proud of you and your devotion to the community. 
May you go from strength to strength.

With so much love, 
Abba, Ima, Dena, Yisroel,  
Esty, Moshe, Eliana, Eli,  

Esther Malka and Families
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Congratulations to Rosalie Sklar 
on this great honor and with a special memory  

of your Manny, the past head of the Kiddush Committee. 

Mazal tov to honorees 
Saeed & Sima Haken  

Yanky & Naami Schorr 
for their dedication to the Shul. 

Mildred Shapiro Bashevkin
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to Naami & Yanky Schorr  
and to all the honorees  

on this well-deserved honor. 

Yasher koach to Rabbi & Aviva Silber  
for all their fantastic and inspiring work at Suburban. 

Liba & Avi Benus
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov to one of our  
favorite people, 

Rosalie Sklar
Your sweet and ever-present smile and kind words to all 

make you a beloved and cherished person to us  
and all who know you. 

And to our favorite power couple,  
Naami & Yanky 

We are proud of you both and all that you do  
for our community, Most importantly, we are proud  

to call you our dear friends. 

When we grow up, we'd like to be just like you. 
Avi & Sora Greenlinger
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

L’illuy nishmat and in blessed memory of the pillar  
of our family, our dear father, grandfather  

and great-grandfather, Moshe Ben Bashi Hakakian.

In honor of Saeed & Sima Haken
Mazal tov on this well-deserved honor. Your tireless efforts 
and selfless dedication to the community and x   

are inspiring. We are so proud to have you as brother, 
sister, uncle and aunt.

May Hashem repay you and your family with much xy 
continued good health, happiness, mazal v’bracha, z and 

the fulfillment of all your tefilot b’tova.

Avi & Jaleh Attar
Ramin & Afsoon Shilian
Yitzchak & Orna Attar

Yaakov & Ora Attar
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov dear honorees 
Sima & Saeed Haken

Rosalie Sklar
Yanky & Naami Schorr

Where would we be without you?
Thank you for keeping SOTC

in your hearts. 

Thank you as well to 

Rabbi Silber & Aviva
 for your love and friendship, guidance and warmth.

 

Pam & Neil Weissman
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

,dpen`a xeaiv ikxva miwqery in lke
.mxky mlyi d"awd

In honor of  
Naami & Yanky Schorr,

whose devoted service to the community  
has been selfless and inspirational

 
With admiration and love,

Your Proud Parents and Family
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

In honor of the great Yanky & Naami Schorr 
 for all you do to help the community. 

Sean & Haddasah Brodie
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BRONZE BENEFACTOR

Mazal tov 
Mrs. Rosalie Sklar 

Saeed & Sima Haken  
Yanky & Naami Schorr 

Sandy & Heshy Schoenfeld
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CORPORATE SPONSOR

Mazal Tov to  
Yanky & Naami Schorr

on this well-deserved honor  
and recognition for your commitment 

to the community.

With Much Appreciation,

410.775.5440  |  hello@amfcreative.com  |  amfcreative.com
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CORPORATE SPONSOR

to my friend yanky schorr and his wife naami,

SAeeD & sima haken, and mRs. rosalie sklar!

61st

Suburban Orthodox Congregation

from your good friends at

SAM ROSENBLATT
Mortgage Planner | NMLS: #75844
Mobile: (410) 375-4447
11019 McCormick Rd, 410, Hunt Valley, MD 21031
Sam@TheRosenblattGroup.com
www.TheRosenblattGroup.com
State Lic: MD: 237 | Corp Lic: MD: 12423 | Corp NMLS #3113
Intended for Maryland Consumers Only
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CORPORATE SPONSOR

A Tradition in the
Jewish Community for 

Over 125 Years

www.sollevinson.com

FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

FOR FIVE GENERATIONS

Pikesville Office & Chapels
410-653-8900

Columbia Arrangement Center
410-730-7230

A Tradition in theA Tradition in the
Jewish Community for Jewish Community for Jewish Community for Jewish Community for Jewish Community for Jewish Community for 

Over 125 Years
Jewish Community for Jewish Community for 

Over 125 YearsOver 125 Years

www.sollevinson.com

FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

FOR FIVE GENERATIONS

Pikesville Office & Chapels
410-653-8900

Columbia Arrangement Center
410-730-7230
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CORPORATE SPONSOR

OVERLOOK AT FRANKLIN SQUARE | MULTI-FAMILY

JDA COMMERCE CENTER | SELF-STORAGE

Congratulations to
Yanky & Naami Schorr!

Proudly Serving the
Entire Mid-Atlantic Region

Since 1979

FOUNDRY ROW | RETAIL
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CORPORATE SPONSOR

In Honor of the Rabbi & Rebbetzin 
and Yanky & Naami Schorr. 

We are in awe of your amazing accomplishments! 

Yaakov & Chavi Wealcatch 
Chaim & Aviva Wealcatch 
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CORPORATE SPONSOR
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CORPORATE SPONSOR

Congratulations to Yanky & Naami Schorr.  
We’re so proud.

Jody & David Berg
The Berg Corporation and Media Works Ltd.
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CORPORATE SPONSOR

IrisMiller
REALTOR
CELL 443-739-8559
OFFICE 410-583-5700
Iris.Miller@LongandFoster.com

Thank you to all the

Honorees for their

incredible dedication

and support to our

shul and community.

NOBODY SELLS MORE 
REAL ESTATE THAN RE/MAX.

®

410.581.1000
Reisterstown Road, 1517
Corner of Old Court Road

21208 Baltimore, MD

1517 Reisterstown Road ,Corner of Old Court Road • Baltimore, MD 21208

BARRY NABOZNY BROKER/REALTOR
OFFICE: 410-977-7600
WWW.RPASELLS.COM • BARRYN@ RPASELLS.COM

Choose
EXPERIENCE 

over
EXPENSIVE
mistakes!

Choose
EXPERIENCE 

over
EXPENSIVE
mistakes!

ChooseChooseChooseChooseChooseChoose
EXPERIENCE EXPERIENCE EXPERIENCE 

overoverover
EXPENSIVEEXPENSIVEEXPENSIVE
mistakes!mistakes!mistakes!

Choose
EXPERIENCE 

over
EXPENSIVE
mistakes!
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אחרון אחרון חביב
In honor of a special couple, 

our dear Yanky & Naami.
We are so proud of all that you accomplish. 

There’s nothing you don’t know 
and there’s nothing you can’t do.

May Hashem bentch you and your precious children
with health, happiness and prosperity.

With much love and admiration,
Shragi & Rochi, Avremel & Gitty,  

Chaim Zvi & Peshi,
Chaim Yehoshua & Shana, Hudi
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In honor of 
Naami & Yanky Schorr

whose commitment, energy, talents, and dedication  
are an inspiration to others.
You got your start with us!!!

Rabbi Mitchell Wohlberg  
and the Beth Tfiloh Family
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To the Schorrs,
Since the day we initially met on the campus  

of SUNY Albany, you both were accepting and welcoming 
of everyone into your home and especially your lives.  
Dana and I were two young freshmen about to enter  

into the world with no clue of how to do so. 

You and Naami always provided a path to enter that world 
a bit easier. With weekly home-cooked Shabbat meals, 

holiday celebrations, trips to Israel and a family to call our 
own, we will always be thankful for what you have done 
for us. You helped provide a bright light in an otherwise 

dark place for many, including ourselves. 

When we heard that you both were being honored, it came 
as no surprise, as you are both genuine people who truly 

care for others. We cannot wait to see you soon and for you 
to marry us on the most important day of our lives. 

Love,
Dana Kadmon 
Zach Goldman
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Mazal tov, Abba and Mommy!
Your sincere dedication to the kehillah and your willingness  

to always go above and beyond are truly inspiring. 
We have always been able to look to your example  

in emulating the ways of Torah and chessed. 

We love you so much and are very proud of you!

Love,
David, Yael,  

Shalom & Yosef 
Issever

Daniel & Orli 
Rosenthal
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Wishing a hearty mazal tov
to our uncle and aunt
Saeed & Sima Haken

for their extraordinary time, efforts
and dedication to us personally and to 

the larger Baltimore community.

May Hashem bless you with 
many years of health,

happiness, bracha and nachat.

With warm regards and mazal tov from 

Hooshmand, Mitra & Miri Hakakian 

ברכת ויהי ה' את יוסף ויהי איש מצליח
Eli & Ronit Hakakian

410-602-2266
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It is with great honor  
and immense pleasure 

that we join Suburban Orthodox Congregation Toras Chaim  
in paying tribute to Mr. Saeed & Mrs. Sima Haken. 

 Your devotion and insight to community needs  
and your outgoing personalities make you the best 

candidates for this well-deserved honor.  
We are proud and honored to be counted amongst  
your friends and beneficiaries of your chassadim.  

May you be blessed with success in all your endeavors, 
together with growing nachat from your beautiful family.

With Much Admiration

Rabbi Rouben Arieh
Rabbi

Daniel Golfeiz
Executive Director

Shmuel Nakhon
President
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Saeed & Sima, 
you are true role models for how to serve the klal  

with a complete and straight heart. 

May your efforts merit the hastening of the rebuilding  
of the Bais HaMikdosh, where you will continue  

your service at the highest and holiest level  
speedily in our days. 

With love and admiration, 
Ari & Shoshana LernerLerner $250 ad

mẍk̈y m¥N ©W§i `Ed KExÄ WecT̈ ©d .dp̈En¡̀ ¤A xEA ¦v i ¥k §xv̈ §A mi ¦w §qer ¤W i ¦n lk̈ §e

m ¤di ¥g£̀ l ¥̀ ẍy¦i lM̈ m ¦r m ¤di ¥c§i dy£r ©n lk̈ §A dg̈l̈ §v ©d §e dk̈ẍ §A g©l §W¦i §e 
g©l §q¦i §e mẗEB lk̈§l `R̈ §x¦i §e dl̈£g ©n lM̈ m ¤d ¥n xi ¦qï §e .mp̈e£r lk̈§l

Lustman $100 ad `"hily
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Yanky & Naami, 
congratulations on being recognized for your tremendous 
communal efforts, contributions and support. Your family, 
friends and the greater Baltimore community are better off 

for having each of you in its corner. 

With love and gratitude, 
Young Leadership Council 2018-19 | The Associated

Gedalia
 Jonathan

 Elise
 Chaim
 Helene
 Lauren
 Andrew

Katie

 Adam R.
 David

 Michael F.
 Aliza

 Jordan
 Joanna
 Eugene
 Adam

Corinne
 Bracha
 Mordy
 Corie

 Adam S.
 Michael R.

Jennifer 
Judah F.
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Mazal tov to my dear children
Saeed & Sima 

on this great honor.

Mrs. Taji Hakakian

In honor of 
Saeed & Sima

For all your dedication to the community.
May you both be   

to many more successful years!

David & Elizabeth Hakakian
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Congratulations to all of our honorees.
Ellie & Milt Marder
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Dear Naami & Yanky,
We are so proud to be part of your chevrah.  

Your warmth, generosity and friendship are immeasurable!  
And your Shabbat dinners are THE BEST! 

Anna & Daniel Klein are so lucky to have you  
as their Baltimore family! 

Thank you for being such pillars of your community  
and role models to all of us! 

We love you!
Abe & Renee Krieger  

and Joseph, Daniella & Elie Bedros
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Naami & Yanky,
You are both incredible and, together, are an unstoppable 

force of kindness. Your contributions have made an impact  
on so many lives over the years.

You are a source of inspiration to me, and you should be 
proud of the example you set for everyone around you. 

There is no way for me to adequately express my love, 
admiration and genuine gratitude for all you have done  

for me and for the community at large!

Mazal tov on this wonderful  
and most-deserving honor.

Rivka Schwarzbaum
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Mazal tov, Rabbi & Rebbetzin Schorr!
From Aish Albany to today  

you both have had a major impact on our lives! 
 We are grateful for your endless warmth and guidance.

Thank you,
Joshua Schwartz,  

Hanna Tessler,  
Jason Bisnoff  

and Jillian Loiacono
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Mazal tov to Mrs. Sklar  
on this very well-deserved honor. 

May you continue to be a pillar of strength 
to our whole community. 

Mazal tov to the Hakens 
and the Schorrs

on your beautiful honors.
May you continue to be leaders in our Shul 
and a source of inspiration for all of us.

Yaasher koach  
to all of you.

With very best wishes,
Patty & Chuck Leve
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In memory of a beloved husband,  
devoted father, cherished grandfather  

and great-grandfather,  
Dr. Manfred Sklar (Saba Manny).

By his wife Rosalie  
and her amazing family

With sincere appreciation to my fellow nominees for their 
dedicated efforts on behalf of our Shul and community!

May they all be blessed with good health  
and much nachas  

for many years to come.

Rosalie Sklar
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Saeed & Sima,
There is no couple who deserve this recognition more.  

You both always go above and beyond. 

We love you always,
Behnam & Carey Dayanim
Behzad & Rachel Dayanim

Shoshana Dayanim & Eugene Agichtein
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Kol hakavod to Naami & Yanky Schorr 
for a well-deserved honor 

for all that you do for your Shul, family, friends 
and community. Not only do you make our community stronger 

but you remind us of the importance and value 
of humility, kindness and strength. 

We are big fans! 

ACHARAI: 
The Shoshana S. Cardin 

Jewish Leadership Institute 
Board of Trustees 

Louise Zirretta, President 
Beth Gansky, Executive Director 
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Mazal tov to Rosalie Sklar 
Saeed & Sima Haken  

and Yanky & Naami Schorr  
event chairs and Rabbi Silber. 

We are grateful for your commitment and dedication  
to Suburban Orthodox.

Barbara & Craig Neuman
Neuman, Pollak and Associates, CPAs
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Kol hakavod to tonight's honorees
for their service to the community.

 
Thank you to Rabbi & Rebbetzin Silber  

for welcoming us so warmly to the Shul.

Rabbi Elie & Suzie Tuchman
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Mazal tov to  
Yanky & Naami Shorr  
& all of the honorees
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With awe, respect, admiration and gratitude  
to our honorees and leadership.

Mrs. Rosalie Sklar
You have a spirit and a genuine care for all of us that feels like the hug  

of a loving bubby. We're so lucky your family shares you.  
You and Manny, z’l, have absolutely led by example.

Saeed & Sima Haken
Your dedication, partnership and humility are incredibly impactful and inspiring. 

We are so grateful to be part of the kehillah you ensure runs on all cylinders.

Yanky & Naami Schorr
You constantly demonstrate that "friends are the family you choose," and we are 
so incredibly lucky to have you in our lives. Your investment in the community, 
and your ability to bring others along on this journey of volunteerism, activism 

and advocacy truly benefits and uplifts the klal.

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Silber
You have built such a beautiful, exemplary mishpocha, from your immediate 

family to the thousands engaged in your "brand of Torah." We are deeply grateful 
to be a part of it.

Leon & Juliya Sheynman

Adam, Aryeh & Yanky
You make my job a "dream job." I am so grateful for your partnership, leadership 
and willingness to push the envelope. This has been one of the most rewarding 

experiences in my two years at Suburban. Ready for one more?! 

– Juliya
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With appreciation for Naami & Yanky Schorr  
the instigators of  

the great Schwarzbaum exodus.

Saeed, personally witnessing your commitment to the klal  
is an inspiration.

Mrs. Sklar, if having you as an honoree was only to cause  
a few extra visits to the Shul office, dayeinu!  

Every interaction is a pleasure.

Kol hakavod,
Adina & Mayeer Schwarzbaum
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A D A M IRATION 
Kudos to the banquet chairs on another enormously 

successful banquet for SOTC. 

Mazal tov to Rosalie Sklar  
Saeed & Sima Haken  

and Yanky & Naami Schorr  
on your well-deserved honors.

 May you continue to be a source of strength  
and leadership for the Shul.

Eli & Judy Ben-Zev
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Congratulations to our dear friends 
Yanky & Nami Schorr 

on a well-deserved honor!
A true asset to the community, they put 120% into everything, 

including our friendship!

 
May you continue to go from  

strength to strength.
Aaron & Aliza Loeb
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Rabbi Silber 
Your drashos and Torah are extremely moving. 

You have had a tremendous impact on me personally 
and all of klal Yisroel.

Yasher koach! 
Keep up the good work,  

Leibel (& Edith) Goldberg
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Mazel tov and best wishes to all of the honorees. 
Special congratulations go to our beloved Aunt Rosalie  

and Uncle Manny Sklar, z'l. 
Their long-time dedication to the Shul and the community  

has been a beautiful example for all to follow. 

Arnie Goldberg & Nina Allen-Goldberg

In Honor of 
Rabbi & Mrs. Silber

and all of the distinguished honorees

Aron U. Raskas
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In honor of one of the sweetest  
women on earth  
"Bubby Rosalie"

All our love,

Your Lavine Family
Mike, Andrea, Abby, Av, 
Becca, Adam and Meira

Mazal tov to  
Mr. & Mrs. Yanky Schorr  

on this well-deserved honor!

Shimon & Michal Balakhani
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In memory of Manny Sklar, z’l, 
one of the wise men of Baltimore. 
In honor of Rosalie Sklar, 

a real lady.

In honor of Saeed & Sima Haken, 
whose care and concern are felt throughout the community.

In honor of Yanky & Naami Schorr, 
in whose hands the future of the community is bright.

Ellen & Noah Lightman

Mazal tov to Yanky & Naami

Deborah & Searle Mitnick
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In honor of Yanky & Naami Schorr
for all they do for the community.

Howard Tzvi & Chaya Friedman

Congratulations Yanky & Naami. 
A well-deserved honor!

From Your Mah Jong Friends 
at The Kibbitz Room
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Mazal tov & best wishes  
to Naami & Yanky and all the Honorees.

You are most deserving of this honor for all you do.  
May you go from strength to strength and continue  

to be an inspiration to the entire community.

Janice & Aaron Schwarzbaum  
and Family

Wishing a hearty mazal tov to Mrs. Sklar,  
Saeed & Sima Haken  

and Yanky & Naami Schorr 
for the extraordinary time, efforts and resources that they have 

dedicated to the Shul and our community.  
May Hashem bless each of the exceptional honorees with many years 

of health, happiness and bracha. 

With deep admiration, respect and gratitude  
to Rabbi & Rebbetzin Silber. 

Thank you! 

Beth & Nathan Adler and Family
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Mazal tov to our friends  
Yanky & Naami  

on your well-deserved honor. 

What you guys do for our Shul and community is nothing 
short of amazing. We are proud to call you our friends,  

and excited to see what more you will surely accomplish. 

Moishy & Yardena Gardyn 
Shmuel & Leba Dinovitz

Mazal tov and congratulations to  
Mrs. Rosalie Sklar, Yanky & Naami Schorr  

and Saeed & Sima Haken  
on these well-deserved honors.

Robert & Carol Benedek and Family
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In honor of the Schorrs and all their hard work  
on behalf of our community. 

A kiddush Hashem in whatever they do.
Yanky — thanks for all your help!

Eliezer & Ilana Portnoy and Family

It is with honor and love that we support  
three incredible and inspirational community contributors:

Yanky Schorr, Naami Schorr  
and Suburban Orthodox

Mazal tov,
With much appreciation,
Linda & Steven Hurwitz
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Thank you for unforgettable memories  
and friendships!

Your AISH Albany & Costa Rica Family

Ruthie (Kaufman) Abramowitz,  
Amanda Gratz, Steph Wank,  

Rachel Brotman, Jessie Mishali,  
Shoshana Klayman and Ian Altman

Mazal tov to  
Saeed & Sima Haken
and all the other honorees  
on a well-deserved honor!

Rachel & Gregg Levitan
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Mazal tov to all the honorees 
And in appreciation of
Rabbi Shmuel Silber, 



Mark & Elsa Lustman

Mazal tov to the honorees. 
Thank you to  

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Silber  

for all that you do  

on behalf of the community. 

Suri & Barry Reiner

Barry J Reiner, MD, LLC
Specializing in Pediatric  

Endocrinology & Diabetes  

(410) 646-4009

Mazal tov, Sima & Saeed  
on this well-deserved honor. 

Your dedication and devotion to 

family, friends and community are 

exemplified by receiving this honor.

We are humbled to call you  

our friends.

Rabbi Rouben &  
Tearza Arieh

To all the honorees,  
Mazal tov!

To Rosalie Sklar, a special kavod for 

many years of devoted service to 

Suburban Orthodox Congregation. 

May you enjoy good health  

to continue your service  

to the Shul and community.

Best wishes always,  
Dr. Samuel & Karen Pottash 

and Sandy Willner
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Mazal tov to  
Saeed and Sima!

Dr. & Mrs. Behrooz  
and Truday Dayanim

Mazal tov, Saeed & Sima,  
on this well-deserved honor.

You two form a dream team 

of dedication, generosity and 

commitment, and we are so proud  

to know and love you.

May you continue to have strength to 

do all you do for your family  

and community.

We love you,
Emanuel & Dahlya Goldfeiz  

and Family

Mazal tov and kol hakavod  
to Mrs. Rosalie Sklar  

on this well-deserved honor.

Yasher Koach  
to all the honorees for your 

dedication to the Shul.

Michael & Sharon Bennett

Mazal tov to all our  
esteemed honorees.

Thank you for the work you do 

on behalf of Suburban Orthodox 

Congregation and our greater 

community.

Jerry & Abby Appelbaum  
and Family
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Mazal tov, Rosalie 
on this very deserving honor and in 

memory of Manny as well. 

Your friendship now and always has 

been very special to us.

Mazal tov to all the honorees
for all your hard work on behalf  

of the Shul.

Shirley Elbaum and Family

Mazal tov to  
Saeed & Sima Haken 

on this wonderful honor and for 

their continuing dedication to the 

community. 
Mazal tov to all the honorees. 

Harvey & Nancy Rosenthal  
and Family

Mazal tov  
to the honorees!

Michael & Rachel Lebowitz

Congratulations  
Yanky & Naami Schorr. 

From your friends at 
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With best wishes  
to dinner honorees,

Mrs. Rosalie Sklar
Saeed & Sima Haken

Yanky & Naami Schorr

Rabbi Silber,
Thank you for your continuous  

support, guidance and inspiration 

Dovi & Atara Ziffer

Dear Honorees... 
Thank you for making the Shul so 

special and welcoming for young 

and old alike. Special thanks to our 

wonderful Rav and Rebbetzin for 

uplifting each and every neshama  

who walks through the Shul doors … 

setting a standard for all of us. 

The Getzes

Mazal tov and yasher koach
to Saeed and Sima Haken

for an honor well deserved. 
Your sincere dedication and care  

for your family, friends  
and the entire community 

are an inspiration for us all. 
 

May Hashem give you the blessing 
and strength to continue  
all the good that you do. 

Fondly,
Elisheva F. Engel

Mazal tov  
to all the honorees. 
Thank you for all you do  

for the Shul.

Allen & Sue Myrowitz
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Mazal tov, Aunt Ro!
We love you!

Shelley & Bobby Kaye  
and Family

Mazal tov to  
Yanky & Naami Schorr  
and all the honorees.

Brian & Shosh Ponczak

Mazal tov  
to Yanky & Naama.

You enhance our kehillah  

in a meaningful way. 

Thank you for your support,  
warmth, hartzig tefillah  

& huge smiles. 

Ari & Shoshana Lerner

Mazal tov to "Bubby"  
Rosalie 

on this well-deserved honor. 

Love,
Laura & Larry, Shaina,

Noach & Frumie & Kids, 
and

Avi & Aviva and Kids
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Mazal tov to  
our wonderful honorees.

Rosalie, you are a very dear friend,  

and it's been an honor being a part  

of the kehillah with you  

and Manny, z'l, for all these years.

Yanky, I remember you as a baby.  

Look at all the good  

you're doing in the world!

Lillian Mayer

Mazal tov to the honorees from 
Maximum Impact Media, Inc.

We help low income individuals, 
organizations, and businesses  

have access to media education  
and services. Students have  

an alternative education  
for workforce development.

We love supporting talented, emerging 
artists who lack the technical skills  

and funds for media services  
and products.

http://www.4themax.org/

In Honor of 
Naami & Yanky Schorr 

and all they do for our community!

Aviva & Moshe Schwartz

Dearest Bubby Rosalie,
Mazal tov! You are a shining example 

to everyone around you. May Hashem 

give you good health & nachas. 

With love,  
Jonathan, CG  
and the girls

Mazal tov to Rosalie Sklar

Vera Kestenberg  
Steve & Edie Creeger and Family
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Mazal tov  
to the well-deserved  

honorees.

M&C Capital Investments

Mazal tov to 
Mr. and Mrs. Saeed  

& Sima Haken 
on your well-deserved honor.  

We are proud to call you as family. 
 Alen, Devorah  

and Michali Sinaie

BS"D Dearest Cousin Rosalie,

Thank you for opening your home  
and your heart!

Bracha & v'hatzlacha! 
Love, Ruby & Stanley Katz

Mazal tov on your awards!

Rebecca & Justin Myrowitz

Congrats  
Yanky & Naami! 

Nate Loewentheil

Best wishes to this year's 
dinner honorees

Charles and Zipora Abzug

Kol hakavod  
to all the honorees.

May Hashem grant you the strength  
to continue as a source of inspiration 

to your family, friends  
and the community.

Your friends, 
Rena & Barry Dubin and Family

Mazal tov to all the honorees  
and Rabbi & Rebbetzin Silber

Elliot Corenblum
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Yudy Brody

Live Pest Free.
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Yudy BrodyYudy Brody

Live Pest Free.

Yudy Brody

Live Pest Free.Live Pest Free.

Yanky & Naami
are incredible role models, 

and I'm so proud to call them 
my friends! 

Congrats you two!!!
Joel Fink

Wishing continued bracha 
and hatzlacha to our good 

friends, the Hakens.
We appreciate all you do 

for the Baltimore Community.
Richard & Nechama Reizl Topper

Mazal tov, mazal tov
 to our special longtime friend (over 60 years) 
and former neighbor, Rosalie Grossblatt Sklar.
Rosalie, may you be blessed with continuing 

health, happiness and "dor v'dor."

With great love and admiration,
Joan & Fred Magaziner

IN HONOR OF AMU SAEED 
& CHALEH SIMA,

No one more deserving of this honor 
than you!

We love you both.
Shmuly, Sheindel, Ahuva & Yisroel
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